
 

   
 
 
 
 

 
FIBER COMPOSITES LAUNCHES EXTENSIVE NEW WEB SITE 

 
New London, NC – January 12, 2009—Fiber Composites, LLC, a leading manufacturer of alternative 
decking, railing and fencing products, has launched an innovative, feature-rich, new web site.  The web 
site provides in-depth information on Fiberon® branded products which include new Horizon™ 
composite decking with PermaTech™ innovation and new Sensibuilt™ PVC decking.  Also featured are 
Professional, Premium Grain, and Tropics® decking; Fiberon Horizon Plus™ railing products to 
complement its deck boards; and composite fencing products promoted under the Enclave™ sub 
brand. 
 
“Fiber Composites is fully committed to delivering an engaging, highly interactive and informative online 
presence as a primary focus of our marketing communications strategy.  We recognize that both 
consumers and professionals are increasingly dependent on the web to become informed and learn 
about new products and trends.” said Chris H. Beyer, Vice President of Marketing.   
 
The new web site offers many new innovative features including a deck design tool that allows 
homeowners to design a new deck and save the design for future use and reference.  Interactive tools 
uniquely demonstrate the features of new Horizon decking as well as extensive imagery and 
information about all Fiberon brands.  Professionals can sign up for the ‘FiberPro™’ deck builder 
program which provides extensive business building tools that can enhance their marketing capability.  
Additionally, the site features a deck gallery where professionals can feature completed deck projects 
for homeowners to get ideas for their own future deck designs.  View the new web site at 
http://www.fiberondecking.com.   
 
About Fiber Composites 
Fiber Composites, LLC is a leading manufacturer of composite decking, railing and fencing used in 
homes and light commercial construction across North America.  Its Fiberon brand product line is 
designed specifically for professional contractors.  Fiber Composites’ polymer chemists and extrusion 
professionals employ the latest technology to constantly innovate, using the finest raw materials 
coupled with leading manufacturing processes to ensure best-in-class quality.  Fiber Composites was 
founded in 1997 and is a privately owned company with operations in North Carolina and Idaho.  
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